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In Chapter> I of these Zectur>e notes
functionaZ analysis methods wiZl be used to der>ive in
detail the conditions of contr>ollability of continuous Zinear> time-var>ying systems~ for> the case in which
the contr>oZs ar>e bounded in nor>m by a given constant~
the time inter>vaZ is not only finite but aZso fixed~
and the contr>oZZabiZity is intended as the possibiZity of tr>ansfer>r>ing the state vector> fr>om one given
point ~ 0 to an other> given point ! 1 of state space.
These conditions ar>e both mor>e gener>aZ and someway of
mor>e pr>acticaZ inter>est than the usuaZ contr>oZZabiZity conditions in which initiaZ and finaZ points~ as
welZ as the time inter>vaZ~ ar>e fixed~ and the contr>oZs
ar>e not nor>m-Zimited.
Fr>om the contr>ollability conditions~
as exposed her>e~ it is easy to der>ive conditions of
optimality (both in time and in nor>m)~ as it will be
done in Chapter> II~ wher>e for> the special case of con
tr>ols belonging to an Hilber>t space the completely
expZicit for>m of optimaZ contr>oZs wiZZ be given. An
exer>cize wiZZ cZar>ify some deZicate points of the th£
or>y~ par>ticuZar>Zy for> the case in which the system is
not contr>oZZabZe in the usuaZ sense of the ter>m~ in
which case time optimaZ contr>oZs may be not nor>m minimaL
The main r>esult of Chapter> III is the

formal solution of the problem of "controllability in
the presence of noise"~ which is a problem analogous
to the one of Chapter I~ but with noise present (and
the point ~ 1 substituted with a given region A of
the state space).
Chapter I and II~ as weZZ as the first
part of Chapter III are essentially an elaboration of
Professor H.A. Antosiewiez's materiaZ~ already appeared in [1] .
Only the formal solution of the problem of controllability in the presence of noise~
which constitutes the second part of Chapter III~ is
original; it should be pointed out~ however~ that the
method and the main tool used (separation theorem for
convex compact sets) were inspired by Professor
Antosiewiez's idea for the solution of the controZla
biZity probZem in the absence of noise.
I wish to acknoZedge Dr. S. De JuZio
for the very useful exchange of ideas on the materiaZ
exposed in Chapter I and II; I wish also to thank
CISM for the invitation to held this course and its
students for their attention and heZpfuZ suggestions.
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